Background. Recent molecular characterization studies have identified clinically relevant molecular subtypes to coexist within the same histological entities of glioma. Comparative studies between serum-supplemented and serum-free (SF) culture conditions have demonstrated that SF conditions select for glioma stem-like cells, which superiorly conserve genomic alterations. However, neither the representation of molecular subtypes within SF culture assays nor the molecular distinctions between successful and nonsuccessful attempts have been elucidated. Methods. A cohort of 261 glioma samples from varying histological grades was documented for SF culture success and clinical outcome. Gene expression and single nucleotide polymorphism arrays were interrogated on a panel of tumors for comparative analysis of SF+ (successful cultures) and SF2 (unsuccessful cultures). Results. SF culture outcome was correlated with tumor grade, while no relation was found between SF+ and patient overall survival. Copy number-based hierarchical clustering revealed an absolute separation between SF+ and SF2 parental tumors. All SF+ cultures are derived from tumors that are isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) wild type, chromosome 7 amplified, and chromosome 10q deleted. SF2 cultures derived from IDH1 mutant tumors demonstrated a fade-out of mutated cells during the first passages. SF+ tumors were enriched for The Cancer Genome Atlas Classical subtype and intrinsic glioma subtype-18. Comparative gene ontology analysis between SF+ and SF2 tumors demonstrated enrichment for modules associated with extracellular matrix composition, Hox-gene signaling, and inflammation. Conclusion. SF cultures are derived from a subset of parental tumors with a shared molecular background including enrichment for extracellular matrix-associated gene modules. These results provide leads to develop enhanced culture protocols for glioma samples not propagatable under current SF conditions. Keywords: extracellular matrix, glioma, IDH1, molecular subtype, serum-free cultures. G lial tumors consist of a heterogeneous group of primary CNS neoplasms. While the clinical outcome of these tumors varies substantially between different grades (World Health Organization [WHO] grades I -IV), only grade I tumors can be treated curatively. 1 In the last decade, substantial effort has been put into characterizing the pathogenic mechanisms underlying this complex group of glial cellderived tumors. These efforts have led to the establishment of several molecular subclasses of glioma, which differentiate types of gliomas based on their intrinsic molecular distinctions and similarities, rather than the conventional characteristics used for histology-based grading.
Background. Recent molecular characterization studies have identified clinically relevant molecular subtypes to coexist within the same histological entities of glioma. Comparative studies between serum-supplemented and serum-free (SF) culture conditions have demonstrated that SF conditions select for glioma stem-like cells, which superiorly conserve genomic alterations. However, neither the representation of molecular subtypes within SF culture assays nor the molecular distinctions between successful and nonsuccessful attempts have been elucidated. Methods. A cohort of 261 glioma samples from varying histological grades was documented for SF culture success and clinical outcome. Gene expression and single nucleotide polymorphism arrays were interrogated on a panel of tumors for comparative analysis of SF+ (successful cultures) and SF2 (unsuccessful cultures). Results. SF culture outcome was correlated with tumor grade, while no relation was found between SF+ and patient overall survival. Copy number-based hierarchical clustering revealed an absolute separation between SF+ and SF2 parental tumors. All SF+ cultures are derived from tumors that are isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) wild type, chromosome 7 amplified, and chromosome 10q deleted. SF2 cultures derived from IDH1 mutant tumors demonstrated a fade-out of mutated cells during the first passages. SF+ tumors were enriched for The Cancer Genome Atlas Classical subtype and intrinsic glioma subtype-18. Comparative gene ontology analysis between SF+ and SF2 tumors demonstrated enrichment for modules associated with extracellular matrix composition, Hox-gene signaling, and inflammation. Conclusion. SF cultures are derived from a subset of parental tumors with a shared molecular background including enrichment for extracellular matrix-associated gene modules. These results provide leads to develop enhanced culture protocols for glioma samples not propagatable under current SF conditions. Keywords: extracellular matrix, glioma, IDH1, molecular subtype, serum-free cultures. G lial tumors consist of a heterogeneous group of primary CNS neoplasms. While the clinical outcome of these tumors varies substantially between different grades (World Health Organization [WHO] grades I -IV), only grade I tumors can be treated curatively. 1 In the last decade, substantial effort has been put into characterizing the pathogenic mechanisms underlying this complex group of glial cellderived tumors. These efforts have led to the establishment of several molecular subclasses of glioma, which differentiate types of gliomas based on their intrinsic molecular distinctions and similarities, rather than the conventional characteristics used for histology-based grading. 2 -5 Indeed, gene expression-based clustering of glioma from several grades within the WHO grading system proved more predictive of survival than the histological classification. 4, 6 Thus far, however, this gain of insight has not led to improved clinical outcome for patients, since there are no specific treatment strategies designed to target specific subtypes of glioma as of yet. Consequently, the development of preclinical models that accurately reflect the molecular heterogeneity of glioma is imperative for both translationally relevant drug screening programs and the advancement of patienttailored treatment options.
Commercially available cell cultures of glioma have been demonstrated to poorly mimic the molecular aberrations found in patient samples. 7, 8 Furthermore, the xenograft models derived from these cultures do not sufficiently recapitulate the histological hallmarks of glioma. 9 With the advent of the cancer stem cell hypothesis, several groups have implemented serum-free (SF) cell culture regimens, originally developed for neural stem cell propagation, to establish glioma stem-like cell (GSC) cultures from fresh tumor tissue. 10, 11 By analyzing gene expression profiles of GSCs and serum supplemented (SS) cultures, a distinct separation between the aforementioned and the parental tumors was revealed by unsupervised clustering. 7 Several groups have reported GSC cultures to be superior with regard to retaining the original patient gene expression signature and histological phenotype in xenografts. 7, 11, 12 This has led to a wide variety of applications for these cell culture assays, ranging from inquiries into fundamental hypotheses 13, 14 to preclinical testing of novel agents. 15 -17 Several contradicting publications have since been published on the optimal cell culture methodology, 18, 19 mandatory molecular aberrations for successful propagation, 20 -22 and positive selection for gene expression signatures related to specific molecular subtypes in vitro. 14, 23 Most of these previous publications have focused on the characterization of successfully propagated specimens of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM; WHO grade IV) from adults. Reports on the culture success of grade II and grade III gliomas are sparse. 20, 24 Therefore, we undertook a characterization studyof a large cohort (N ¼ 261), which addresses the distribution of glioma from all histological entities for the outcome of GSC culture attempt. Within equal WHO grades, correlations between cell culture outcome and patient overall survival were assessed. Tumor samples of both successful and unsuccessful cultures (n ¼ 46 in total) were also subjected to molecular analysis, and a number of molecular traits that influence cell culture success rate were identified, as well as genes that may play a role in this process. These results emphasize the need for, and provide leads to, the development of improved culture protocols supporting growth of all subtypes of glioma. This is essential for implementation of this model in drug screening programs for personalized treatment strategies.
Materials and Methods

Glial Stem-like Cell Cultures and Serum-supplemented Cultures From Glioma Resection Specimens
A detailed protocol for SS and SF culture establishment from primary glioma samples is included in the supplementary information (Supplementary Methods and Materials).
In short, tumor specimens were handled within 2 h postresection. Dissociated tumor cells were plated in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM)-F12 with 1% penicillin/streptomycin, B27 (Invitrogen), human epidermal growth factor (EGF; 5 mg/mL), human basic fibroblast growth factor (FGF; 5 mg/mL) (both from Tebu-Bio), and heparin (5 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich). Passaging of proliferating GSC cultures was performed on growth factor reduced extracellular matrix (ECM)-coated plates (BD Biosciences). Tumor sphere formation was tested regularly by plating passaged cell cultures from coated to noncoated flasks. SS cultures were established in parallel with GSC cultures from 25%-50% of the total yield of cell pellet derived from the dissociation process, depending on total volume after visual inspection. For all samples, the use of patient tumor material was acquired with informed consent from patients as approved by the institutional review board of the Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam. Cell culture images were acquired on the Incucyte-FLR system (Essen Bioscience).
Nucleic Acid Isolation, cDNA Synthesis, and Array Hybridization From Tumor and Cell Culture Specimens Samples were selected based on volume (for isolation of both DNA and RNA) and tissue viability (as verified by histological examination using conventional hematoxylin and eosin staining). Total RNA and genomic DNA were isolated from cell culture pellets or from fresh frozen tissue samples (DNeasy or RNeasy isolation kits [Qiagen] ). DNA and RNA concentration thresholds were 25 ng/mL and 50 ng/mL, respectively. RNA quality was assessed on a Bioanalyzer (Agilent). RNA integrity numbers .6.5 were used for our experiments. Sample labeling, DNA amplification, and array hybridization for SNP6.0 arrays were performed at AROS Applied Biotechnology, according to standard array manufacturer's protocol (Affymetrix) with 100-500 ng total DNA per sample.
The whole-genome expression cDNA-mediated annealing, selection, extension, and ligation (DASL) assay, HumanHT-12 v4 beadchip (Illumina), was performed at AROS Applied Biotechnology, according to Illumina instructions with a minimum of 400 ng total RNA per sample.
Copy Number Analysis on Tumor and Cell Culture Samples
After quality control inspection, raw data files in the .CEL format were loaded into Partek Genomics Suite vv6.5 and 6.6 and annotated for sample identification. Before allele intensities and copy number ratios were calculated, batch effects of separately run cohorts were removed by algorithms distributed by the software manufacturer. Samples were normalized and log 2 transformed, and subsequently copy number intensities were calculated against the SNP6.0 hapmap reference file. Histograms were plotted for detected segments for both the SF+ and the SF2/SFnp groups. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was performed on copy number intensities on Euclidian based algorithms developed by the manufacturer.
Loss of heterozygosity for 1p19q information was attained from microsatellite analysis or copy number intensity measurements on SNP6.0 arrays. Microsatellite analysis was performed as described previously. 25 Direct sequencing of isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) exon 4 mutations was performed as described previously. 4 
Gene Expression Profiling
For comparative analysis, raw probe calls were log 2 transformed and quantile normalized before processing. Differentially expressed genes were detected through 1-way ANOVAs with the SF result as the discriminating factor. Genes with a P-value ,.05 and that were 2-fold higher or lower in the SF+ group were used for gene set enrichment studies. Gene ontology libraries used were supplied through DAVID. 26 Biological function and cellular component libraries were checked for at least 3 genes per module and a P-value ,.05.
Statistics
Apart from molecular characterization data, all clinical data statistical analysis was performed in SPSS Statistics v19 (IBM). P-values are provided in the legends or the text. Group proportion statistics are based on univariate analysis based on Fishers exact test. Survival statistics are based on Wilcoxon log-rank pairwise comparisons.
Results
Malignant Gliomas of All Histological Grades Can Be Propagated in Serum-free Medium
To evaluate the success rate of primary glioma in SF cultures, we set up a tissue handling routine for a systematic and reproducible throughput of primary tumor samples. After ruling out technical or contaminating sources for failure, we analyzed a panel of 261 individual specimens, covering the complete spectrum of histological grades of malignant glioma ( Table 1 ). The ability to form tumor spheres after dissociation (n ¼ 165, 63%) was merely indicative for initial selection of glioma-initiating cells. SF culture outcome was not unambiguous, since a subset of cases (35%, termed SFnp) did initially yield spheres, but these would senesce or expire within 5 passages. The SF+ group (28%) represents cultures that proliferated 6 passages or more, exhibiting long-term expansion suitable for reproducible experiments. The majority of these cultures were kept in culture past p10 (n ¼ 55, 75%), demonstrating the capacity of a (sub)population of these cultures to drive self-renewal. The SF2 group (37%) consisted of tumors that did not form any spheres after dissociation. These cultures failed in p0, despite transferring floating aggregates onto ECM coating.
As expected, the yield of SF+ within grades II and III glioma is substantially lower (n ¼ 12 of 92 attempts
[13%]) compared with grade IV (n ¼ 61 of 169 [36%], P , .05). Grade II astrocytoma was significantly associated with SFnp (P , .05). As anticipated, for primary GBM, 37% were successfully cultured under SF conditions, which is in great contrast to secondary GBM (0/7). The proportion was even larger in recurrent GBM, where 7/16 (44%) succeeded. Taken together, SF culture media are suitable for propagation of all histological subtypes of glioma, except secondary GBM. However, in general, the probability of SF culture success increases with WHO grade.
Serum-free Culture Success Is Not Prognostic of Clinical Outcome
Other studies have suggested that sphere formation is prognostic for clinical outcome in both adult and pediatric glial tumors. 24, 27, 28 Therefore, we compared overall survival of the 261 patients in this study with regard to SF culture outcome of patient-derived tumor tissue. Overall survival of SF+ (median ¼ 373 days, 95% confidence interval [CI] ¼ 301-445), SF2 (median ¼ 783 days, 95% CI ¼ 301-1265), and SFnp (median ¼ 841 days, 95% CI ¼ 48-1634) was significantly different for SF+ versus SFnp samples (Wilcoxon log-rank P ¼ .011) and for SF+ versus SF2 (P ¼ .043) (Fig. 1) . However, comparison of these groups within the same histology demonstrated that the differences in overall survival were related mainly to tumor grade. Indeed, differences within the GBM samples were found to be nonsignificant for SF+ versus SF2 (P ¼ .506) and SF+ versus SFnp (P ¼ .338). 
SF+ Cultures Recapitulate TCGA-Defined Genotypic Hallmarks of Parental Tumor Tissue
The ability to retain driver mutations in vitro is crucial for the implementation of SF cultures for drug screening assays. To address the genotypic similarity of parental tumors and the derived in vitro progeny, a panel of SF+, SF2, and SFnp tumor samples (n ¼ 27) was interrogated on single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) whole-genome arrays. Samples were selected for being representative of SF culture outcome with regard to proliferation, morphology, and pattern of extinction in vitro. Frequently occurring copy number alterations (CNAs), as previously reported in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), 29 were observed in both SF+ and SF2/SFnp parental tumors. Specifically, we found focal amplifications on segments containing EGF receptor (EGFR), cyclin-dependent kinase CDK)4, and murine double minute (MDM) 2, but not in platelet derived growth factor receptor-a (Supplementary data, Table S1 ). For 10 individual cases, we added early (before p4) and late passages (past p4, before p12) to evaluate genotypic stability in vitro under SF conditions (Supplementary data, Fig. S1 ). Copy number intensity analysis revealed that both early and late passages of SF+ cultures retain hallmark somatic CNAs.
Serum Cultures of SFnp Tumors, but Not SF2 Tumors, Retain Parental Copy Number Alterations for a Number of Passages
Since a considerable number of SFnp/SF2 samples do proliferate under SS conditions, we investigated whether this platform could serve as an alternative culture model for this specific subgroup of tumors. It has been reported that serum cultures tend to drift from the original genotypic profile by either the emergence of de novo mutations or the total loss of cancer cells due to overgrowth by nonneoplastic cells. 12 Indeed, for all SF2 (n ¼ 5) samples cultured under serum conditions, we noticed a loss of parental CNAs (Fig. 2) , coinciding with morphological changes of the tumor cells from a heterogeneous and polarized phenotype to a more fibroblastic phenotype. On the contrary, parallel-established early passages of both SF and serum cultures derived from SFnp tumors (n ¼ 4) were found to harbor mutations analogous to the parental tumor (Fig. 2) . We therefore conclude that SS culture does not offer an alternative for culture of SF2 tumors; however, it may support low passage drug screening experiments on SFnp samples, since these samples retain (at least for a limited number of passages) their genomic profile. In addition, there is an apparent molecular distinction between SF2 and SFnp tumors with regard to the ability to proliferate as SS cultures.
Molecular Characterization Based on Copy Number Alterations Identifies an Absolute Separation Between SF+ and SF2/SFnp Tumors
The distinction between SF+ versus SFnp/SF2 tumors with regard to CNA conservation in vitro led us to hypothesize that a specific molecular mechanism dictates SF culture outcome. We therefore investigated differences in CNAs occurring between the 3 SF outcome groups, by copy number intensity-based unsupervised hierarchical genome clustering on patient tissue (n ¼ 27). Strikingly, SF+ separated completely from SF2 and SFnp tumors on the cluster dendrogram (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, SF2 and SFnp intermixed within the cluster dendrogram, illustrating less genomic variation between these groups individually than between the combined SF2/SFnp group and SF+ samples. Moreover, a principal component analysis of SNP allele intensities between SF+ and SF2/SFnp samples revealed a similar clear separation between the 2 groups (Supplementary data, Fig. S2 ).
Detailed analysis showed that all SF+ tumors (n ¼ 11) demonstrated gains of chromosome 7 (7p+) and loss of heterozygosity of chromosome 10q or the entire chromosome 10 (SF2 P ¼ .0009 and SFnp P ¼ .0027) (Fig. 3 , Table 2 ). These 2 arms harbor the EGFR (chr.7p11.2) and phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) (chr.10q23.31) loci, respectively, which were both found to be significantly discriminating between SF+ and SF2/ SFnp cohorts (P , .001 in an ANOVA based on SNP allele intensity). However, Fishers exact tests based on EGFR amplification status demonstrated no significant difference between SF+ and SF2/SFnp cohorts. Although CNAs on CDKN2A/B were more frequently found in SF+ tumors, there was no significant difference between SF+ and SF2 or SFnp. Other differentially affected segments were found on chr1p, 12q, and 15q, which do not harbor focal somatic mutations, as reported by TCGA, but may carry drivers of SF culture results because these segments are frequently affected in both low-grade and high-grade glioma. 30 
Gene Expression Profiling of SF+ Tumors Reveals Enrichment for the TCGA Classical and Intrinsic Glioma -18 Subtypes
Gene expression-based molecular subtyping has been reported to correlate with specific CNA profiles in GBM and to have prognostic and predictive value. 4, 5, 31 We therefore assessed whether the spectrum of reported subtypes was represented within the SF+ tumors. Gene signatures from 2 previously published molecular classifiers based on WHO grade IV glial tumors (referred to as the TCGA classifier) 5 and WHO grades I-IV glial tumors (here referred to as the intrinsic glioma subtype [IGS] classifier 4 ) were determined in parental tissue. We expanded the previously described cohort of samples used for SNP profiling with a selection of SF+, SF2, and SFnp samples (n ¼ 41) (Supplementary data, Table S2 ). All TCGA subtypes were represented in the SF+ group, although a significant enrichment for the Classical (CLA) subtype was revealed (64% vs 27% incidence in the TCGA dataset). The SF2/ SFnp cohort was enriched for PRO tumors, while the only SF+ PRO samples were histologically grade II-III samples ( Fig. 4A and Supplementary data, Table S2 ).
As our cohort contains tumors from all WHO grades, we also evaluated the distribution of the IGS classifier set within our SF+ cohort. This classifier has been reported to be prognostic of clinical outcome in gliomas of all WHO grades. Considerable overlap was demonstrated between IGS and TCGA subtypes, 4 which is recapitulated within our cohort (Table 2 ). For instance, IGS-18 was found to be overrepresented in the SF+ group (58%) compared with the original IGS dataset (22.5%), which is congruent with the fact that this subtype resembles the TCGA CLA subtype. Additionally, the TCGA PRO subtype is associated with 2 separate IGSs, which were coined IGS-9 and IGS-17. Despite the fact that both subtypes are enriched for IDH1 mutated and cytosine -phosphateguanine island methylator phenotype (CIMP) tumors, median survival between the 2 subtypes differed almost 2-fold (6.06 y in IGS-9 vs 3.3 y in IGS-17). Interestingly, IGS-9 tumors were not represented in our SF+ cohort, whereas IGS-17 samples were (n ¼ 3), and both of these IGSs were overrepresented in our SF2/SFnp cohort (Fig. 4A, Supplementary data, Table S2 ). 
Culture Success Is Not Solely Dependent on EGFR Copy Number or Expression Level
With the demonstrated enrichment for molecular subtypes enriched for EGFR gains and amplifications (TCGA CLA-mesenchymal-neuronal and IGS-18-23-16) in culture medium supplemented with a surfeit of ligand (EGF), we hypothesized that one of the driving mechanisms might originate from the dependency that EGFR-expressing cells have under EGF supplemented medium. However, when EGF was omitted from the medium of established SF+ cultures, no effect on proliferation or viability was found in 9 out of 12 SF+ cultures (Supplementary data, Fig. S3A-B) . From these 12 cultures, 2 samples (GS184 and GS184rec), with known EGFR mutation in tissue, even demonstrated enhanced proliferation on fibroblast growth factor-only medium, which could be in line with an inhibitory effect of EGF on EGFR amplified GSCs as described by others. 32 Together with the lack of a significant difference between the occurrence of EGFR amplifications (Table 2 and Supplementary data, Table S1 ) between the SF+ and SF2/SFnp cohorts, we conclude that the EGFR copy number is unlikely to dictate SF culture outcome.
Current Culture Protocols Select Against Propagation of IDH1-mutant Cells
Since grades II and III samples, and specifically IGS-9/ PRO tumors, were found to be less prone to SF culture propagation, we looked into other characteristics of these subtypes in relation to SF success. As both IGS-9/ 17 and PRO subtypes are enriched for tumors that harbor IDH1/2 mutations (IDH-MUT), 25, 33 we investigated the IDH1 status of tumors and cultures.
None of the SF+ tumors we investigated (n ¼ 19) were IDH-MUT, while 12 of 24 SF2/SFnp tumors were Table S5 ). IDH1 mutation status was also assessed in early passages of SFnp as well as SS cultures from SF2 tumors and revealed a gradual decrease or instant loss of the IDH-MUT sequencing peak, invariably resulting in cultures that contained solely IDH1 wild-type (IDH-WT) cells (Fig. 4B and C, Supplementary data, Table S5 ). SNP array-based karyograms and 1p19q loss of heterozygosity analysis of these cultures also revealed a loss of CNAs present in parental tumor (exemplified in Supplementary data, Fig. S4 ). We therefore conclude that current SF and SS culture protocols select against and do not sustain long-term proliferation of IDH-MUT cells.
Comparative Gene Expression Analysis of SF+ Versus SF2 Tumors Identifies Enrichment for Extracellular Matrix-Associated Gene Modules in SF+ Tumors
Identification of genes or pathways that dictate SF culture outcome may perhaps provide leads to defining culture conditions for the SF2/SFnp tumors. We therefore analyzed DASL probe intensities of parental tumors from a cohort of 17 SF+ tumors and 24 SF2/ SFnp tumors and performed an ANOVA-based statistical analysis for SF culture outcome. As a result, 999 genes were identified that differentiated between SF+ and SF2/SFnp on a 2-fold expression level (P , .05). Gene Ontology (GO) analysis revealed that Hox genes, cell cycling and division, inflammatory, chemotaxis, and migration clusters are upregulated, whereas neuronal development and adhesion clusters are downregulated in SF+ tumors (Supplementary data, Table S3 -4). Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis demonstrated SF+ tumors to be upregulated for cytokine-cytokine interaction, ECM and focal adhesion pathways, nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain -like receptor, and Janus kinase/signal transducers and activators of transcription signaling, among others. Downregulated modules in SF+ tumors compared with SF2 tumors are neuroactive ligand receptor interaction genes, calcium signaling and a "cancer specific" module containing genes such as PI3KR1, RET, BCL2, BMP2, CTNNA3, and CDKN2B GABRD, GABRG2, PARD3, GABRA1, GABRB3, GRIK2, GRIN1, PTH1R, GRIK4,  HTR4, GRIA4, VIPR2, GRM4, GRM3, SSTR2, HRH3, GRIN2C, SSTR1, CHRM1 ( Table 3 ). Altogether these results suggest that SF+ tumors share molecular features oriented around ECM interaction, which may drive SF outcome.
Discussion
Serum-free cultures of patient-derived GSCs have become a preferred platform for in vitro drug screening studies. The validity of this approach depends, however, on the representation of the whole spectrum of glioma subtypes within the SF culture assay. In order to address this issue, we examined the distribution of glioma subtypes within SF cultures based on histology and expression profiles, as well as on the presence of hallmark molecular characteristics described for grades II -IV glioma. To our knowledge, the presented series of 261 low-and high-grade gliomas is unique in its variation in histological diagnoses and cohort size. Retrospective analysis of SF culture outcome within this cohort leads us to conclude that tumor sphere formation by itself is not a valid parameter to designate a culture as successful (SF+). The relatively high incidence of tumor spheres that cease to proliferate within a few passages (as reported by others before 18 ) advocates for the introduction of a threshold differentiating between SF+ and samples that do not render practically useful cultures. One argument for the separation of SF+ and SF2/SFnp samples was provided by our genomic analysis, which demonstrated a separation of SFnp/SF2 collectively from the SF+ samples. In addition, the enrichment of molecular subtypes between SF2/SFnp and SF+ samples suggests that these groups have distinct molecular backgrounds that drive SF culture outcome.
Within our investigated cohort, SF culture outcome was directly correlated with WHO tumor grade. Others have reported a correlation between the ability of patientderived glioma cultures to form tumor spheres on SF culture medium and dismal clinical outcome. 24, 27, 28 In accordance with these authors, we find the incidence of SF+ to increase with WHO grade and we see a significant decrease in overall survival for the SF+ group. However, within tumors of equal grade, we found no significant reduction in overall survival for SF+ compared with SF2 or SFnp. Therefore, we have not been able to confirm the results of earlier publications in our large cohort. As for the grades II -III SF+ tumors, the observed tendency for dismal outcome may suggest a reflection of shared molecular features as found in SF+ GBM, resulting in a propensity to proliferate under these selective in vitro conditions.
The driving CNAs found in parental tumors are conserved in vitro under multiple passages on SF conditions, which has been demonstrated before. 12, 15 For SF2 samples, we demonstrated that SS parallel cultures are rapidly overgrown with nonneoplastic cells, indicating that short-term serum cultures do not offer an alternative for in vitro propagation of these tumors. On the contrary, the apparent conservation of CNAs in low passages of SFnp cultures suggests that SS medium may serve as a suitable alternative for low-passage, high-throughput screening in selected cases; however, this warrants further study. To date, 3 publications have reported propagation of IDH1-MUT patient-derived glioma cells under SF conditions. 34 -36 Of these, 2 groups of researchers published data suggestive of the loss of proliferative capacity in IDH-MUT cells during long-term in vitro propagation, which could be circumvented by serial passaging in xenografts. 34, 35 Recently, Rohle et al 36 reported an anaplastic oligodendroglioma SF culture that sufficiently propagated to perform viability assays for drug screening, although data with regard to the longevity and passage numbers of this culture in vitro were not provided. Taking this into account, we conclude that IDH-MUT cell cultures are selected against, under the current SF and SS culture protocols applied within this study, for the derivation of reproducible and long-term expanding in vitro models.
Identifying biological drivers of SF culture may provide leads to adjustments in culture protocols that increase SF culture yield. By interrogating genomic and expressionbased differences between samples of SF+ and SF2/ SFnp groups, we identified a distinct molecular profile associated with SF propagation. Genomic profiling demonstrated the characteristic combination of chr7p gain and chr10q loss in all SF+ tumors. Loss of functional phosphatase and tensin homolog, which resides on chr10q, has been reported mandatory for successful SF cultures by Chen and colleagues 14 ; however, these authors did not investigate the coincidence of chr7p gains. Gene expression profiling of parental tumors demonstrated that the SF+ population was significantly enriched for TCGA CLA subtype tumors and decreased for the PRO subtype. In accordance with these data, the 7p10q CNA combination has been demonstrated to be associated with the TCGA CLA subtype by Verhaak et al. 5 Interestingly, Schulte et al 23 reported superior conservation of PRO-related gene expression in GSC's compared with adherent SF or SS cultures. This phenomenon may be attributed to the neurosphere culture medium composition, which was initially developed to facilitate propagation of nonneoplastic neural stem cells and suggests that transcriptomal changes occur in vitro. In addition, we have found a molecular IGS (IGS-9) that is exclusively incompatible with in vitro propagation. This subtype is correlated with 1p19q codeletion, CIMP, and IDH1-MUT tumors.
Our gene expression -based ontology analysis revealed several discriminatory pathways for SF+ tumors (Table 3 ). Given the enrichment for genes that modulate the ECM (such as inflammation, neovascularization, etc), we hypothesize that the driving substrates of SF culture outcome are related to these modules. Further support for this assumption is provided by the differential expression of several tumor-associated ECM molecules and cell adhesion genes between SF+ and SF2/SFnp. The interplay between ECM and cancer stem cells has been demonstrated to play a crucial role in the switch between cell survival and programmed cell death, 37, 38 suggesting a possible link in the ability to proliferate as (floating) spheres. We speculate that this signature renders the GSCs in these tumors less susceptible to the activation of programmed cell death in the absence of components of the ECM that are mandatory for survival. In addition, the leading GO-module upregulated in SF+ tumors was highly enriched for Hox genes, which have recently been implicated in SF+ culture proliferation and maintenance. 39 Future research into these differentially expressed gene modules is expected to provide insight into the underlying mechanisms involved in GSC survival under SF conditions.
In sum, we conclude that SF culture medium selects for a subgroup of grades II -IV gliomas that share a CNA trait consisting of chr7p10q alterations as well as gene expression modules that dictate the interaction between GSCs and the ECM. Follow-up studies are under way to validate genes identified in this study. These may ultimately provide leads to improve the yield and subtype distribution of glial tumors in SF culture assays. A next aim is the development of improved culture protocols based on a better understanding of the requirements of these tumors and may include alternative (combinations of) growth factors and ECM substrates, which better recapitulate the intratumoral environment. With regard to the testing of novel drugs and inquiries into canonical pathways driving glial tumors, we suggest that caution is warranted with conclusions drawn from SF culture models, as current protocols support only the cultures of glioma of the described subtypes.
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